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Abstract: Today, continuously growing wireless traffic shapes the progress in the wireless 

communication systems. Therefore, next generation of wireless communication systems are actively 

investigated to accommodate expanding data traffic of the future. As one of the most promising 

candidates, integrated photonic devices and circuits are able to improve the performance of the existing 

wireless system.  

      In this presentation, potential hybrid integrated mm-wave silicon photonic receivers for future wireless 

communication systems are explored.  The proposed mm-wave silicon photonic receiver employs a 

tunable silicon photonic filter. Integrated photonic devices are vulnerable to the process and temperature 

variations.  As a result, they require manual calibration, which is expensive, time consuming, and prone 

to human errors. Therefore, precise automatic calibration solution with modified monitor-based silicon 

photonic filter/beamforming structures is proposed and demonstrated. Also, thermal crosstalk effect in the 

photonic devices is investigated, and substrate thinning is proposed to suppress this effect and reduce 

calibration time to less than half. The proposed monitor-based tuning method compensates fabrication 

variations and thermal crosstalk by controlling micro-heaters as tuning elements individually using 

electrical monitors.  

      The proposed tuning approach successfully demonstrates calibration of silicon photonic filters in the 

mm-wave receivers from severely degraded initial responses to well-defined magnitude response. The 

proposed fully automatic tuning approach opens the possibility of employing silicon photonic filters in 

real communication systems. 
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